
Junyeob Lee
(714) 853-2423 junyeoble@gmail.com PORTFOLIO GITHUB LINKEDIN

SKILLS React, Redux, Python, Flask, JavaScript, HTML5, CSS3, SQL, node.js, Pug, Docker, Git

PROJECTS
DiWhy (Flask, PostgreSQL, Redux, ReactJS) live | GitHub

Fullstack app that allows users to share their DIY project with others, and comment on shared DIY projects.

● Utilized Redux architecture’s unidirectional data flow with React for predictable and reliable DOM rendering

● Applied CSS media queries to create a more responsive design for improved user experience.

● Used Github extensively to coordinate with the project manager to keep steady workflow and communication.

Rev-up (Flask, PostgreSQL, Redux, ReactJS) live | GitHub

Web inspired by meet-up, a web that allows users to share event details and view who will be attending an online or offline

gathering.

● Incorporated React-Redux container and Redux selector patterns to architect highly scalable and uni-directional front-end

state management.

● Developed a custom calendar using CSS3 to view a single users’ attending events.

● Strengthened user privacy through backend authentication measures with werkzeug for password hashing.

Glintr (Express, ReactJS, Redux, AWS) live | Github

A Flickr clone where users can share photos and comment on shared photos.

● Implemented AWS S3 to store images in the cloud for improved user experience and reduced server load while maintaining

content security with AWS IAM.

● Configured the Node backend with PostgreSQL, using the Sequelize ORM for validations and database queries.

● Heavily DRYed up frontend code to allow easier future improvements.

Yoda-flow(Express, JavaScript, Pug) live | Github

A stack-overflow inspired forum where users can ask and answer questions related to star wars.

● Implemented user votes with AJAX requests to allow dynamic updates of user votes.

● Ensured user autonomy through frontend allowing users to only access and make changes to their posts when logged in.

EXPERIENCE
Online Sales
Scansys, Inc. Sept 2019 - June 2021
● Accelerated online sales by successfully migrating an e-commerce platform from Magento to Shopify and increasing mobile

responsiveness of the company website.

● Coordinated communication between potential clients and the respective team members, and between team members to

ensure correct, unhindered communication.

● Maintained inventory and kept quality control of refurbished products based on provided control outlines.

Fry Cook & Cashier

Kim’s Fish and Chips Oct 2012 - Dec 2014

● Maintained a sanitary workplace by cleaning up unused areas during down-times and keeping organized throughout the

shift.

● Capitalized on loyal customer retention by developing off-the-menu dishes and maintained customer satisfaction by offering

extra services targeted towards repeat customers.

● Provided friendly customer service while executing quick and accurate transactions during rush hours.

● Followed recipes to maintain consistent quality of the seafood dishes.

EDUCATION
Web Development - App Academy   |   April 2021

BA Quantitative Economics - University of California - Irvine   |   2015 - 2019

https://tastysatang.github.io/
https://github.com/TastySatang
https://www.linkedin.com/in/junyeob-lee-10a87621b/
https://diwhy.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/TastySatang/DiWhy
https://rev-up.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/TastySatang/RevUp
https://glintr.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/TastySatang/Glintr
https://yoda-flow-app.herokuapp.com/
https://github.com/TastySatang/April-G2-Yoda-flow

